
Countdown: How to start to prepare for the wedding?
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Order flowers, choose a dress, watch a banquet room with one brides seem to be planning a
wedding in a couple of months, while others are preparing for her longer than a year.Wedding found
out how long wedding organizers are removed for each task.

Search site

It is believed that this is one of the most difficult points in the wedding check list.To find a good
banquet hall or other platform that fully matches your wedding vision, you need to travel a lot of
locations and have time to book the right date.If you consider popular or foreign sites, decide on the
wedding site and the ceremony will have to go to the celebration or even earlier.In other cases, start
looking for the site is fashionable for six months - eight months.

Wedding Dress

It all depends on whether you will buy a dress in the cabin or sew it to order.On average, the
manufacture of wedding dresses by an individual sketch leaves two to seven months.With the
purchase, everything is easier, but the month in the reserve does not interfere.In case the wedding
dress will require refinement or fit on the figure.

Makeup artist and stylist

If you want to work on your day on your wedding day, you need to book a date at least for three
months.But consider that the famous makeup artists and stylists a schedule can be painted for half
a year ago, so do not postpone this question for a long time.

Printing

Classic paper invitations and wedding printing can be made in a week.More complex versions of
wood, plastic and other non-standard materials

per month.What may be difficulties: you need to know the wedding date and have time to send
invitations to guests.According to the rules of etiquette, this is done about three months before the
wedding.

Decor and floristics

Also require time for making and delivery from abroad.Moreover, if you dream to decorate the
platform with exotic colors and complex installations that you can not buy in the finished form.Nicole
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Golding, the owner of the Wedding Agency of Chic by Nicole popular in the United States, advises
to take a small pause for a couple of weeks after the engagement to think about the style and
wedding concept, agree with the groom the number of guests.And choose contractors immediately
after you book a platform, that is, about six to ten months before the wedding.

Order Cake and Sweet Table

At first glance, the manufacture of the cake occupies a week.And then, provided that he with an
unusual design, multi-tiered, right from the film.In fact, this is a laborious process.We always remind
our customers that you book not ready for a cake, and the time of our pastryer,

Says Di Farren, founder of confectionery Sugar High Cakes.That is, the problem is not so much in
the speed of manufacture, how much is that the confectioner can be busy on the eve of your
wedding.Therefore, the optimal booking time

From two months to six months.

Catering

Usually ordered together with the banquet hall.But if this service does not provide such a service or
you want the other team to be prepared for you, in search of a catering service can take a
month.Those who wish to spend tasting to this deadline should be added two more weeks.In
demand chefs are dense graphics, so it is better to contact them no longer than six months before
the wedding.

Entertainment and music

In a short time, find an excellent lead, DJ or musicians are almost unrealistic.Is that you know
personally all the team and have already seen it in business.If this is not the case, imagine: with
each artist you will need to meet or at least chat in Zoom.Plus, have time to negotiate your date.Try
to do it as early as possible, about a year

eight months before the wedding

I advises Nicole Golding.

Photographer and videographer

On the booking of the photographer and the video program, the same rule is distributed as the
artists.With each month of preparation, the likelihood that your photographer or videographer will be
free on the wedding day falls.Especially if you are planning an exit wedding.

Honeymoon



Many couples want to go on a journey the day after the wedding.In order not to postpone the
honeymoon at another time, buy tickets and book a hotel you need six months before the
wedding.Chose a popular destination?Then increase the term up to ten months.

How to cut time

Almost every wedding organizer had to answer the question, is it possible to plan a wedding in a few
months.As they say, there is nothing impossible for real professionals!True, under these conditions
will have to act quickly and choose from those contractors and sites that remain free.But this does
not mean that the service will be worse.Reduced cooking time, if:

Buy finished dress and tuxedo, and not sew them to order.

Take decor, textiles and furniture for rent.

Order Classic Invitation or Select Digital format.

Choose those flowers that florist will have time to bring to the wedding.

Consider nonstandard directions for honeymoon.

And most importantly, to trust the organizers!
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